
“We needed a strategic 
partner who could help us 
evaluate and implement an 
enterprise-level analytics 
platform – fast!”

In 60 days
Merkle launched an enterprise-wide analytics 
solution for a multi-billion-dollar, global retailer 
with operations in eight countries.

CASE STUDY: Retail



CHALLENGE
The digital marketing team was spending more time generating reports and less time 
producing insights for faster and more confident data-driven decisions – across the 
organization. In addition, the team was using an outdated enterprise analytics platform 
that wasn’t configured to the speed and unique KPIs of its business. The new analytics 
solution needed to:

 • Improve reporting flexibility and speed

 • Increase data quality and reporting reliability

 • Consume minimal client IT resources

THE SOLUTION 
Based on Merkle’s recommendation, this global retailer purchased Adobe Analytics to 
achieve its enterprise-level analytic reporting objectives. Merkle leveraged Adobe Analytics 
to design and deploy a tag management system across its family of desktop and 
mobile-optimized digital properties. This was all accomplished in 60 days!

By gathering cross-organizational data requirements from both the analytics and 
marketing teams, our group of certified solution architects prioritized reporting needs and 
mapped to an aggressive deployment schedule to prepare for holiday season campaigns. 

Implementation and development efforts consisted of classifications, SAINT uploads, 
Rule Builder, and Processing Rules to track events across thousands of product SKUs. 
As the project concluded, our certified team provided the brand’s in-house analysts with 
extensive training, detailed documentation, and reporting guides.

RESULTS 
By leveraging the Adobe Analytics platform together with our services expertise, Merkle 
saved this global retailer more than $1 million in analytics costs. 

The in-house analytics team realized immediate gains in “speed to insight” with simplified 
and automated report generation. This solution reduced customer report creation and 
allowed more time for data activation initiatives from both online and offline data sources. 
It also created an opportunity for in-depth analysis and customer profile enrichment. 

Transforming the way e-commerce data is accessed and used within the organization, 
Merkle’s services played a foundational role in paving the way for future advanced 
analytics and personalization initiatives. 

Merkle’s partnership with Adobe creates the ideal solution for enterprise brands, combining the expertise 
of one of the world’s leading people-based performance marketing agencies with the industry’s 
highest-rated marketing cloud.

Want to learn more?  Visit merkleinc.com or contact us at marketing@merkleinc.com

More than 
$1M in 
analytics 
costs
saved.

SPECIALIZED  Adobe Analytics
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Campaign
SPECIALIZED  Adobe Experience Manager


